A number of magnetopause models have been developed in the course of last three decades. We have chosen seven of them and tested them using a fresh set of magnetopause crossings observed by Interball-1, Magion-4, and Geotail satellites. The crossings cover the magnetopause from the subsolar region up to near-Earth tail (X GSE ∼ −20 R E ) and all geomagnetic latitudes. Our study reveals that (1) the difference between investigated models is smaller than the error of prediction caused by the factors not included in models, (2) the dayside magnetopause is indented in the cusp region, (3) the deepness of the indentation can reach ∼ 4 R E , and (4) the dimensions of the indentation do not depend on the dipole tilt, whereas its location does.
Introduction
In magnetospheric physics, it is important to have an accurate model for the determination of the size and shape of the magnetopause. In the absence of solar wind coupling to the magnetosphere, these parameters could be predicted by the dynamic and static pressures of the solar wind and the magnetic pressure of the magnetosphere. Based on this assumption, various models have been developed in the past. The earlier statistical study and following empirical model of the average magnetopause shape and size was carried out by Fairfield (1971) . Other empirical models followed; Formisano et al. (1979) adopted Fairfield's approach and used nearly all magnetopause crossings available at that time to develop a new model. Detailed studies of magnetopause processes have shown that dayside reconnection leads to the changes of the magnetopause shape and location. For this reason, Sibeck et al. (1991) fitted magnetopause crossings as either a function of dynamic pressure or as a function of the B Z Correspondence to: J.Šafránková (jana.safrankova@mff.cuni.cz) component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and Petrinec et al. (1991) fitted the magnetopause as a function of dynamic pressure for strongly northward and strongly southward IMFs separately.
Recent empirical magnetopause models are already bivariate with respect to both dynamic pressure and IMF B Z (e.g. Roelof and Sibeck, 1993; Russell, 1993, 1996; Kuznetsov and Suvorova, 1996; Shue et al., 1997; and Alexeev et al., 1999) . The Howe and Binsack (1972) and Petrinec and Russell (1996) models of the nightside magnetopause use inverse trigonometric functions. The other mentioned models adopted either the general equation of an ellipsoid with two parameters (eccentricity and standoff distance) or the general quadratic equation; Shue et al. (1997) used the standoff distance and the level of tail flaring.
From this short survey, it follows that these models use various functional forms to represent the shape and location of the magnetopause and are usually parametrized by solar wind dynamic pressure and IMF B Z . The basic findings of these studies were that the magnetopause scales are roughly with pressure as p −1/6 (p −1/6.6 in Shue et al., 1997) and that for decreasing IMF B Z , the magnetopause displaces inward near the nose and outward down the tail. However, the various models have different ranges of validity (both spatially and in control parameters) because, among other things, the data sets used for their development were different. Moreover, the data sets used for the development of models usually contained a rather small number of high-latitude magnetopause crossings. Sotirelis and Meng (1999) presented a calculation where the shape of the magnetopause is computed from the requirement that the pressure in the magnetosheath is balanced by magnetic pressure inside the magnetosphere. The authors found changes in the shape of the magnetopause with varying dipole tilt angle. The magnetotail and standoff location shifted vertically, in opposite directions, for nonzero dipole tilt. The vertical offset of the standoff location from the Earth-Sun line varies linearly with dipole tilt angle, reaching dence on solar wind dynamic pressure. The magnetic field model used to obtain the magnetospheric magnetic pressure is a modified version of the T96 model (Tsyganenko, 1996) . Similar shifts were reported by Tsyganenko (1998) , who used a new method to model the effects of the planetary dipole tilt and the IMF related twisting of the cross-tail current sheet. He concentrated on a deformation, yielding the observed gradual deflection of the magnetotail away from the equatorial plane of the tilted planar dipole and found that the deformation affects not only the shape of the tail current sheet but the entire magnetosphere, including the magnetopause, which shifts along the Z axis in the same direction and with the same amplitude as the cross-tail current sheet. The author found the Earth's dipole tilt effect upon the position of the magnetotail boundary in the distance range −40 < X GSM < −20 R E but suggests tilt related effects on the shape of the magnetopause for other intervals of X GSM . Using the data from Hawkeye 1 high-latitude, highapogee spacecraft, similar results were reported by Eastman et al. (2000) . Boardsen et al. (2000) prepared a new empirical model for the shape of the near-Earth high-latitude magnetopause which is parametrized by solar wind dynamic pressure, IMF B Z , and dipole tilt angle and found that dipole tilt angle and solar wind dynamic pressure are the most significant factors influencing the shape of the high-latitude magnetopause, whereas IMF B Z dependence is separable only after the effects of the pressure and dipole tilt angle are removed. However, this model covers only a high-latitude part of the magnetopause in a limited range of the X GSE coordinate.
As one can see from our short and non-complete list, the variety of models leads often to confusion for potential users. For this reason, we used a completely new set of the magnetopause crossings and compared their coordinates with predictions of several magnetopause models with motivation to analyze deviations between measurements and models in different ranges of X GSE . The set consists of low-latitude as well as high-latitude crossings and it allows us to determine differences between the low-and high-latitude magnetopause.
Data set and methodology
The basic data set includes a collection of the magnetopause crossings observed by the Interball-Tail project. Both Magion-4 and Interball-1 satellites were launched into an elongated elliptical orbit with inclination of 63 • , apogee of ∼ 195 000 km (∼ 30 R E ), and perigee of ∼ 800 km (∼ 0, 12 R E ). Due to orbital parameters and their temporal evolution, the satellites have scanned a broad range of local times throughout the magnetospheric tail toward the subsolar region. These magnetopause crossings represent ∼ 1800 crossings of the Interball-1 satellite at low-and high-latitudes from August 1995 to October 1997, and ∼ 120 crossings of Magion-4, mainly at low-latitudes. It would be pointed out that both Interball-1 and Magion-4 crossed the high-latitude magnetopause often in a close vicinity of the cusp or in the cusp itself. The seasonal evolution of the cusp location and the evolution of the spacecraft orbits go in the same direction which yields good coverage of the magnetopause near the cusp and a lack of mid-and low-latitude crossings in the subsolar region. To improve the coverage of measurements at these latitudes, we have complemented our observations with the Geotail magnetopause crossings during the same time period (approximately ∼ 1700 crossings). All crossings were spread from the subsolar region to X GSE ≈ −20 R E and occurred under various upstream conditions: the solar wind velocity varied from 300 to 700 km/s, density from 1 to 35 cm −3 , and Mach number from 4 to 50. The set includes multiple crossings.
Interball-1 and Magion-4 magnetopause crossings were identified manually on the basis of observations of ion and electron energy spectra (Yermolaev et al., 1997; Sauvaud et al., 1997; Nemecek et al., 1997) and the magnetic field (Nozdrachev et al., 1998) . Geotail magnetopause crossings were computed automatically on the basis of the magnetic field changes (Ivchenko et al., 2000) . The solar wind and IMF data were taken from WIND that was used as a monitor. The time of propagation of the solar wind features from the WIND position to the location of a magnetopause crossing was computed as a two-step approximation from WIND solar wind velocity measurements. In this approximation, we suppose the solar wind velocity equal to 400 km/s and determine the time lag from the difference of spacecraft locations along the X GSE axis. Then we take the actual velocity measured at the lagged time and compute the new lag. A deceleration of the solar wind in the magnetosheath is neglected because an error caused by this deceleration would be smaller than uncertainties caused by oblique fronts of solar wind disturbances. Values of the solar wind dynamic pressure and IMF data used for the comparison with models were computed as five-minute averages centered around the time estimated as given above.
For our magnetopause crossings, we have computed the predicted magnetopause positions according to following models: 
-Roelof and Sibeck (1993) (hereafter referred as RS93)
-use an ellipsoid of revolution in solar-wind aberrated coordinates and expressed the p SW and B Z dependence of each of the three ellipsoid parameters as a secondorder (6-term) bi-variate expansion in p SW and B Z .
-Kuznetsov and Suvorova (1996) (hereafter referred as KS96) -use two paraboloids for the fit of the magne-topause surface. These paraboloids intersect for the angle θ ∼ 30 • (θ is an angle between X GSE and radius vector of the observed crossing). Fits are computed for two IMF B Z orientations.
-Petrinec and Russell (1996) (hereafter referred as PR96) -this model expanded their previous models (Petrinec et al., 1991; Petrinec and Russell, 1993) . The dayside (X GSE > 0) and nightside (X GSE < 0) parts are fitted separately in different coordinate systems. They use different functional forms for the expression of coefficients of the fit for different signs of IMF B Z .
- We describe the accuracy of prediction by a ratio of the predicted (R mod ) and observed (R obs ) distance of the magnetopause from the Earth's center computed for each crossing and each model. The set of R mod /R obs ratios for a particular model is then fitted by the Gauss function and two parameters of the fit (half-width and center) are presented in the following tables (for further explanation see, Fig. 1 ).
The second part of the study is devoted to an analysis of the importance of different parameters on the uncertainty of the prediction. For this study, we have computed the relative deviation, as:
and plotted this relative deviation as a function of these parameters.
A comparison of magnetopause models
Most of the investigated models are best fits of a large number of magnetopause crossings. The various authors limited the validity of their fits to a range of upstream parameters and/or X GSE coordinates according to the coverage of their data sets, the behaviour of their fits, etc. These validity limits are shown in Table 1 . We have sorted our data set in accordance with these constraints in order to check each particular model within the range of its declared validity. Table 2 shows a comparison of models applied to our data set. The assumption behind the computations presented in Table 2 was that models describe the magnetopause location in GSE coordinates. We should note that the GSM coordinates would be better for a description of the magnetopause position (and they really are, as we will show in Sect. 4) but the tested models are axisymmetric with respect to the X GSE axis and thus there is no difference between the GSE and GSM coordinate systems. The only exception is the F79 model but this model is explicitly written in GSE.
As there are two parameters determining the accuracy of prediction, it is hard to say which model is better. We can note that the mean location of the magnetopause is described by a majority of the investigated models with ±3% error and the half-width of the distribution varies from 6.8 to 9.6%. The narrowest distribution is provided by the PR96 and F79 models. This fact is surprising because the F79 model is not parametrized by IMF B Z . The reason is that this model is fully 3-D and accounts for the solar wind aberration caused by the Earth's orbital motion, whereas all other models are axisymmetric, i.e. 2-D in nature. For this reason, we have rotated the coordinate system of the observed crossings in the ecliptic plane to remove this effect. Results of a comparison of models with the observed crossings in aberrated coordinates are shown in Table 3 . One can note an improvement of the prediction. This is valid for all models except F79 as one would expect.
The rotation of the coordinates in the ecliptic plane means that we are using coordinates aligned with averaged solar wind velocity because its v X coordinate dominates and the average values of other two coordinates are near zero. However, we are investigating the magnetopause locations in a Table  4 . One can see that the accuracy of prediction of almost all models is not better than that in Table 3 . We assume that the v Y and v Z components of the solar wind velocity are caused mainly by the presence of MHD waves in the flow. As these waves have a non-zero velocity of propagation in the plasma rest frame, we cannot predict the actual value of perpendicular velocity components simply by the time shift of data without an analysis of the propagation of the waves. Moreover, the wave mode can change due to the interaction with the bow shock and thus the perpendicular velocity components in the magnetosheath can differ from those in the solar wind. It means that a rotation to the coordinates aligned with solar wind flow cannot bring a further improvement of the prediction, if a distant solar wind monitor is used. Thus, we neglect the perpendicular velocity components and use the aberrated coordinated throughout the rest of the paper for all models except F79. The aberration is an integral part of the F79 model and thus results of this model are presented in standard GSE coordinates.
The distribution of the R mod /R obs ratios for the PR96 model is plotted in the left part of Fig. 1 . The parameters of the Gaussian fit plotted by a heavy line are listed in Table 3 . The right part shows the position of the observed crossings around the model magnetopause surface. The position of the crossings was normalized with respect to the model. One can note a rather small spread of observations in the subsolar region which increases toward the tail.
In Table 5 , we are analyzing several factors in order to find sources of this spread. The comparison of the dayside (X GSE > 0) and nightside (X GSE < 0) parts shows that both S97 and PR96 models reproduce the mean shape of the magnetopause well but the uncertainty of S97 is higher in the nightside part. On the other hand, the nightside part is described better by S91 and RS93 models. The magnetopause does not exhibit a significant dawndusk asymmetry in aberrated coordinates because the distributions of the R mod /R obs ratios peak at nearly the same values for dawn and dusk crossings (RS93, PR96, S97). The aberration effect is well described by the model surface in F79 but this model places the magnetopause slightly farther from the Earth. The comparison of high and low-latitude crossings suggests an elliptic cross section of the magnetopause, being on average ∼ 5% flatter in the north-south direction. The same effect was analyzed in Sibeck et al. (1991) with a similar result but it has not been incorporated into their model. The F79 model includes but underestimates the mentioned influence.
To analyze the influence of the upstream parameters, we have sorted out subsets of 500 crossings with lowest/highest solar wind dynamic pressure (lowest in the range of 0.4-1.4 nPa and highest in the range of 3-6 nPa) and with highest/lowest IMF B Z values. A comparison of the S97 model with others (e.g. PR96 or S91) reveals that (p SW ) 1/6 probably better describes the influence of the solar wind dynamic pressure than (p SW ) 1/6.6 used in S97. All models except A99 slightly underestimate the influence of IMF B Z on the magnetopause location; a best fit of this influence seems to be included in PR96.
In order to search for possible sources of uncertainties of predictions of different models, we have plotted results the same way as it is shown in Fig. 1 for the PR96 model. After an analysis of such plots (not presented), we can note that slightly better results provided by the PR96 model are caused by the fact that this model uses two different surfaces for the dayside and nightside magnetopause. The magnetopause shape is probably too complicated to be described by a simple second order surface. The KS96 model uses two different surfaces too, but this model was developed for extreme high solar wind pressure and we have only a few such crossings in our data set.
As we noted above, the PR96 model provides the best description of the magnetopause surface. However, Fig. 1 Petrinec & Russell (1996) Model : Petrinec and Russell (1996) shows that the spread of observed crossings is rather high and many crossings are observed 2 or 3 R E inside or outside the model magnetopause surface.
The high-latitude magnetopause
As a next step, we have sorted the relative deviation, according to different parameters and plotted it as a function of X GSE -coordinates. We have concentrated on the Northern Hemisphere (Z GSM ≥ 0) because our data set covers better this hemisphere and the situation in both hemispheres can be different. Since our results in Table 5 suggest a change in the magnetopause shape with latitude, we have divided our data set into two groups: low-latitude part (arctan Z GSM /Y GSM < 30 • ) and high-latitude part (arctan Z GSM /Y GSM > 30 • ). Figure 2 depicts a comparison of the high-and low-latitude groups. We can point out that in the range of (X GSE ≤ 3), the mean values of for low-latitude crossings (dashed line) lie near zero and below that for high-latitudes. Taking into account a definition of , we can conclude that the PR96 model well describes the shape of the nightside low-latitude magnetopause, whereas the high-latitude magnetopause lies on average inside the predicted position. The difference is ∼ 3 − 15% with a trend to decrease down the tail. At the subsolar region (X GSE ≥ 5), the difference between lowand high-latitudes seems to be negligible.
The most pronounced difference between high-and lowlatitudes is observed in the region (−5 ≤ X GSE ≤ 5). The low-latitude crossings decline from prediction by ∼ 7% on average (dashed line) but the high-latitude crossings are systematically observed nearer to the Earth than predicted. The peak of is ∼ 22% at X GSE = +3.
The greatest deviation of the prediction from observations is seen near X GSE ∼ 0 where the functional form of PR96 changes and we suppose that this fact could influence the results. For this reason, Fig. 3 shows the same plot as Fig. 2 for S97 which uses the same function throughout the whole range of X GSE . However, we can note similar behaviour for at high-latitudes. We tested all models and the results were qualitatively similar, and thus we have chosen the PR96 model for further demonstration. The location of the region with greatest deviation of observations from the model in high-latitudes and in a limited range of X GSE suggests that the magnetopause is indented due to the presence of the cusp. This suggestion confirms Fig. 4 where the high-latitude data are plotted for positive and negative tilts. The averaged values show that the indented region shifts sunward for positive tilt as one would expect, if the cusp is a source. Earlier studies of the cusp precipitation reveal an equatorward shift of the cusp region when IMF B Z becomes negative. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the magnetopause locations for different IMF B Z orientation. It is hard to say if the dependence in Fig. 5 confirms this effect for the magnetopause because our data set suffers from poor data coverage in the range 0 < X GSE < 2. We can note that during intervals of negative IMF B Z the indentation either shifts more sunward or becomes broader. Model : Petrinec and Russell (1996) Figure 6 shows the high-latitude crossings sorted according to solar wind dynamic pressure. The averaged does not exhibit any systematic dependence on the nightside magnetopause (X GSE < 0). However, on the dayside (0 ≤ X GSE ≤ 6), the solar wind pressure effect seems to be stronger than the model predicts because the crossings observed under higher pressure (heavy line) exhibit higher . However, the number of points is rather low and the difference lies in the range of most probable error.
We have analyzed the low-latitude crossings the same way but we did not find any notable change of the profile of with solar wind dynamic pressure, tilt angle, or IMF B Z .
A view on the extent of the cusp indentation is shown in Fig. 7 . The coordinates of crossings were normalized to the PR96 model:
where Y, Z are expressed in GSM coordinates and X n acquires values −10, −5, 0, and +5 R E for different panels. This normalization projects all points of the model surface onto the heavy line depicted in the panels. The oblique straight lines indicate 30 • of geomagnetic latitude. This angle was used as a breakpoint between low-and high-latitudes in Figs. 2-6. The experimental points are spread around this line symmetrically in low-latitudes in all panels of Fig. 7 . A similar conclusion is valid for high-latitude parts of the (a) and (d) panels, whereas nearly all high-latitude crossings lie below the line in the (b) and (c) panels. This comparison of panels shows that the indentation of the magnetopause can be expected in the range from X GSE = −5 to X GSE = +5 R E at magnetic latitudes higher than 30 • (straight thin lines) and its deepness can reach ∼ 4 R E .
Summary and conclusion
We have prepared a fresh set of the low-and high-latitude magnetopause crossings from Interball and Geotail observations and complemented these data with 5-minute averages of the WIND solar wind and IMF measurements. An advantage of this set is that the magnetopause crossings as well as the upstream conditions were determined using the same methodology and the same upstream parameter monitor. This set has been used for the comparison of various magnetopause models. However, our set contains only a few crossings observed under extreme conditions. For this reason, we have not tested the models dedicated predominantly to these conditions, e.g. Shue et al. (1998) ; Kuznetsov and Suvorova (1998) ; or Kawano et al. (1999) . Moreover, according to Shue et al. (1998 Shue et al. ( , 2000 ; Kuznetsov and Suvorova (1998) , and Petrinec and Russell (1996) , the models have almost the same performance during normal solar wind conditions.
We can summarize our investigation as follows:
1. The "aberration" of the solar wind caused by the Earth's orbital motion has a significant effect on the magnetopause location. On the other hand, the influence of the perpendicular components of the solar wind velocity remains under question. A more sophisticated method of the propagation of observations of a distant solar wind monitor toward the Earth is required in order to confirm or exclude this effect. This partial conclusion is in agreement with the note in Boardsen et al. (2000) .
2. From a general point of view, the PR96, RS93, S91, and S97 models are close to each other in our ranges of coordinates (−20 R E ≤ X GSE ≤ 12R E ) and upstream conditions (0.5 nPa≤ p SW < 6 nPa, −7 nT≤ B Z ≤ +9 nT). Taking into account both parameters of the Gaussian fits (center and half-width), the PR96 model provides the best prediction but the differences between the aforementioned models are small. In general, the difference among their predictions is significantly smaller than the spread of observations caused by factors which are not included in the models. However, this conclusion cannot be applied to any particular crossing.
3. The (p SW ) 1/6 term probably describes the influence of the solar wind dynamic pressure on the magnetopause location better than (p SW ) 1/6.6 used in S97.
4. All investigated models except A99 slightly underestimate the IMF B Z effect. This is true for positive as well as for negative B Z . However, the accuracy of the predictions of the majority of models is better for southward IMF.
5. If the effect of the aberration is removed, the magnetopause does not exhibit any notable dawn-dusk asymmetry. The difference between both flanks is about 1%, comparable to its uncertainty, and thus it is in a range of the most probable error.
6. The high-latitude magnetopause cross section is flattened. The location of this depression is controlled by the tilt angle of the Earth's dipole. A most probable source of the depression is the magnetospheric cusp.
Our data show a similar depression for both signs of the tilt, whereas Eastman et al. (2000) noted that when the dipole tilts away from the Sun, the indentation is reduced. The problem of the cusp indentation has a long history and its presence was periodically suggested and then rejected. We assume that the indentation is narrow and its location varies with dipole tilt and upstream conditions and thus this region can be crossed by a spacecraft only occasionally. Interball-1 was launched into the cusp region and thus its coverage of the cusp indentation for negative tilts is probably better than that of Hawkeye.
7. The indentation can be observed at geomagnetic latitudes higher than 30 • and in a broad range of X GSE coordinates (−2 R E ≤ X GSE ≤ 8 R E ). An averaged deepness is ∼ 2.5 R E but the magnetopause was often observed ∼ 4 R E below the expected location (according to PR96).
8. The position and deepness of the depression is in qualitative agreement with the Sotirelis and Meng (1999) model and with the study of the magnetopause cross section in Sibeck et al. (1991) .
9. The location and/or extent of the indentation seems to be controlled by the IMF B Z component.
10. The indented part of the magnetopause seems to be more sensitive to the changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure than other parts.
In order to be "user friendly", the investigated models describe the magnetopause with a simple second-order surface. Such a surface cannot reflect the observed indentation. It results in the fact that models put the low-latitude magnetopause at 1 − 3% nearer to the Earth than it is observed. The differences between models can be caused by a number of magnetopause crossings through the indented region used for the development of a particular model.
